The television

1. Match them up!
Draw a line to match the picture and the word.

| chair | television | throne | treasure | ship |

2. Listen and write!
Listen to the words and write.
Write sh, ch or th in the words.

| chest | ___air | ___rone | ___ip | ___eese |
| ____opping | ____ildren | ____ree | ____ell | ____ief |

Circle the words with the /zh/ sound. Underline the words with the /s/ sound.

- television
- sit
- vision
- pirates
- usual
- thirsty
- listen
- treasure
- sport
- pleasure
3. Sound it out!
Join the sounds together to read the words.
Draw a line from the words to the pictures.

- ch-i-l-d-r-e-n
- ch-e-s-t
- sh-i-p
- t-e-l-e-v-i-s-i-o-n
- th-r-e-e

4. Draw a picture!
Read the sentences and draw pictures!

- The treasure chest is by the throne on the ship.
- Three children shout at the television.